upper roof:
metal roofing
2x4 purlins
2x6 rafters u.o.n.

verify

m
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m
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hook vertical tie rod around
intersection of horizontal footing
rebars

3"

cut top 2x4 to fit between laps

line of 2x12
top plate per
section

m
in
im

6" earth soil with native planting
corner curve layout, divide curve into a
number of sections which keeps the 3" minimum
bond beam to wall surface distance as shown

3"

drain line in drain rock in filter fabric.

typical concrete wall cap:
16" wide x: 6" thick @ 3" wide
sides, & 4" thick at 10" wide
middle; 2 - #4 continuous (lap
corners 24" & extend inside bar
to lap against outside bar at all
corners. 12" long #4 cross bar
on top of continuous bars at
vertical #3 wall ties .

12"

all exterior cob walls
to be 12" minimum
at top

EPDM rubber roof
membrane

3"

bond beam lap,
center on
vertical tie rod

#3 smooth rebar vertical
ties at 24" on center layout
in straignt wall sections

um

#3 smooth rebar vertical
ties at corner layout ,
verify to fit corner

loft decking - 2x6" flat - laid
square to joist w/ 2 - 16d per
boad/per joist

#3 smooth rebar vertical
wall ties at 24" o.c.

double 2x4 bond
fascia on
a cant strip

wall centerline

recycled wood
framing

WOOD BOND BEAM CORNER LAP DETAIL

loft joist - verify size & spacing
bond beam
reinforcing: 2 #4 running and
#4 @ 24" o.c.

6" earth soil with native planting

fascia on
a cant strip

concrete bond beam on top
of wall

EPDM rubber roof membrane

wood roof deck, verify

2x12 top plate,
nail to bond beam
as required

at
c ap
wall ing
f
o
uild
line
of b
side

6"

FOOTING WIDTH
To determine footing width you need to figure the weight the footing supports. The weight consists of: the base wall, the cob wall, the roof, and any loft or upper floors supported by the wall.
1. The base wall will weigh 150 pounds per cubic foot.
2. The cob wall will also weigh 150 pounds per cubic foot.
3. The Roof area tributary to the wall will weigh 30 pounds per square foot / or 80 pounds per square foot for a 6" soil depth living roof.
4. The Loft or Upper Floor area tributary to the wall will weigh 50 pounds per square foot.
Figure the area of the base and cob wall section profile & multiply this X 150 pounds.
Figure the Roof area tributary to the wall & multiply this X 30 or 80 pounds.
Figure the Loft / Upper floor area tributary to the wall & multiply this X 50 pounds.
Sum all the above weights. This is the preliminary building weight which the foundation is supporting.
Divide this preliminary weight by 1000, this will give you the preliminary foundation width in feet.
Multiply the priliminary width x 150 (concrete weight per cubic foot). This gives the weight of the foundation.
Sum this foundation weight with the preliminary building weight. This gives the total weight bearing on the soil under your foundation.
Divide this total weight by 1000. This will give you the total weight foundation width. Multiply this total weight foundation width x 10%.
This will give you the Final Foundation Width in feet.

loft joist bearing block 2x6 x 12" long in cob wall fire cut at joist end as shown

wood rafters, verify size & layout
wood bond beam:
2 - 2x4 , porcupine w/ 16d nails @ 6"
spacing. Lap corners per detail plan

top plate reveal 3/4"

crushed 1" bamboo
continuous 3" below
bearing blocks

Bond Beam attachment:
1. allow vertical ties to be taller than required
2. cob up to 6" below finish cob height
3. trim vertical ties at 2.5" above cob finish height
4. thread top 6.5" of tie rod with threading die.
5. assemble double 2x4 bond beam on rods
6. hold in place with 3/8" dia. nuts and washers
7. finish cobbing wall till flush with top of bond
beam

cob earth wall
12" wide at top
verify width at bottom
maximum H/T ratio = 7

cob wall base
width
verify

cob earth wall
12" wide at top
verify width at bottom
maximum H/T ratio = 7

cob earth wall
12" wide at top
verify width at bottom
maximum H/T ratio = 7

hook vertical tie rod
around intersection of
horizontal footing
rebars

reinforced concrete footing,
12" minimum depth

stem wall of mortared broken
concrete slab

exterior
grade

2 - #4 steel reinforcing with #4
cross ties @ 24" o.c.

reinforced concrete footing, 12"
minimum depth
footing width

WALL WITH CONCRETE BOND BEAM

COB PORTION OF WALL THICKNESS TO HEIGHT RATIO = 1 : 7
The cob portion of walls to be a minimum of 12" thick. A seven foot (7') high cob wall is to be 12" thick for it's full height.
For any increase in the cob wall height beyond seven feet, add one and three quarter inches (1.75") to the base thickness
for each additional foot of height.
Taper the wall to 12" at the top. Thus, an eight foot (8') high cob wall will be 13.75" thick at the base wall, and 12" thick at the top.
A nine foot (9') high wall will be 15.5" at the base & 12" at the top .......... etc.

COB WALL DESIGNS

earthen interior floor

slope exterior
grade 1" : 12"
for 3' minimum
3 - #4 cont.
#4 @ 48" o.c.
12" deep footing

WALL WITH WOOD BOND BEAM

typical stem wall:
mortared stone or
urbanite

#4 @ 48" o.c.

interior earth floor

hook vertical tie rod
around intersection of
horizontal footing rebars

footing width

4# cont.

12" min.

2 - #4 steel reinforcing with
#4 cross ties @ 24" o.c.

16" minimum

interior earth floor

12" min.

stem wall of mortared
broken concrete slab

exterior grade

#3 smooth rebar vertical ties at
24" o.c.

16" minimum

#3 smooth rebar
vertical ties at 24" o.c.

typical foundation
reinforcing bars:

hook vertical tie rod around
intersection of horizontal footing rebars

6"

maintain 3" clearance of
rebar from earth (typ)
locate middle footing
rebar for vertical tie rod

typical concrete footing

WALL WITH UPPER LOFT AND CONCRETE BOND BEAM
3/15/13
john fordice / other fish architect
1828 fifth street / berkeley / CA 94710
510 549 1033 / otherfish@comcast.net
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